
How to Spot—and Stop—the Biggest Diet Derailers in
Your Life
Sticking to a healthy-eating game plan isn’t easy to begin with, but a few subversive forces make it infinitely
trickier. We’ve got top nutritionists’ secrets for stopping them in their tracks!
by Marina Khidekel
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The Diet Derailer:
Your food-vacuum
boyfriend

The Fix: Subtly take
control

It’s so unfair that women can’t eat
like guys without gaining weight,
but men’s need for mega-calories
(and their overdrive metabolisms)
is sadly a fact of life. Whether
you’re cooking in or ordering out,
stealthily taking control of the
situation will do wonders for
keeping your diet intact. “My
boyfriend has a heavy hand with
olive oil—some is healthy, but his
portion is beyond a normal
serving,” admits Stephanie
Middleberg, a registered dietician
at Nu-Train in New York City. So
instead of fighting over the bottle,
Middleberg decided to beat him
home and do the cooking herself.
“He was happy because he
thought I was doing the work for
him, but I get the satisfaction of
knowing what’s in my food when
we sit down to eat.” When her
boyfriend does cook, Middleberg
makes sure to put the olive oil in a
spray bottle to trick her guy into
using less. On nights when you
and your guy order in, instead of
bringing the delivery bag right to
the table, take it to the kitchen
first, suggests Middleberg. Throw
away the extra bread or fortune
cookies and put half of the food
on your plate and the other half in
your fridge for lunch the next day.
“Most take-out meals can easily
feed two!” she says. And don’t
snack with your guy while you’re
waiting for the food to arrive—or
else you’ll end up eating two
meals instead of one.
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The Diet Derailer: The
barista who offers you
free samples of
pastries with your
latte

The Fix: Stick to the “no
free food” rule

Say it with us: Just because it’s
free doesn’t mean it’s free of
calories. “[You] may not realize it
because the amount of food
seems trivial, but these little
indulgences can be the reason
you can’t seem to lose that
stubborn 10 pounds,” says Dawn
Jackson Blatner, registered
dietitian and author of The
Flexitarian Diet. So order your
latte small and skinny and say no
thanks to the barista’s free-food
temptation. If you have to,
“distract yourself with a work file
or your BlackBerry while waiting
in line so you won’t be tempted to
taste,” says Julie Upton, R.D.,
coauthor of Energy to Burn. After
a few coffee-only orders, avoiding
the offending tidbits will become
second nature. One exception—if
offering you free treats is a hot
coffee-shop employee’s way of
flirting, give him a wink and take
the pastry. Just make sure to
hand it to a coworker later.
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The Diet Derailer:
Your friend who just
broke up with her
boyfriend—and
expects you to join her
in hanging out with
Ben & Jerry until she
gets over him

The Fix: Trade the false
comfort for real
endorphins

Feeding a broken heart will only
leave your friend feeling frumpy,
and both of you will regret too
much quality time with B&J. “Even
if you need to get the jaws of life
to get her away from the pint, you
need to do it,” says Upton.
Instead, get her moving so natural
feel-good brain chemicals have a
chance to trump Chunky Monkey
cravings. “Do positive things that
revolve around self-improvement,
like a yoga class, a new gym
class or hiking or running
outdoors,” Upton adds. An
improving body image will help
your friend feel like herself again,
and you’ll get the added bonus of
some great workouts while still
being there for your best bud.
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The Diet Derailer: Your mom, who is convinced you’re not eating enough and
prepares a feast for every meal when you visit

The Fix: Make it all about the ratio

You know you won’t get your mom off your back until you eat up, but there are tricks to make sure you don’t blow your
willpower. Blatner swears by the 25-25-50 rule, which lets you enjoy the home-cooked meal—after you reportion it on your
plate. “Put your favorite starchy side, such as potatoes, a roll, pasta or rice, on 25 percent of your plate, then choose your
favorite protein, like chicken, beef or fish, and put that on another 25 percent of your plate. Then load the remaining 50 percent
of the plate with healthy veggies,” Blatner says. Letting yourself pick just one starch and protein helps control appetite better
than eating a little taste of everything, and picking your favorites allows you to not feel deprived. That way you get to enjoy your
mom’s cooking in—gasp!—moderation while still pleasing her with your full plate. To conserve even more calories, Upton
recommends sipping only water so you don’t waste liquid calories, especially if you’re eating more than usual.

The Diet Derailer:
Your colleagues, who
are always celebrating
someone’s birthday,
engagement, baby
shower or other event
with cupcakes, cake
and sweets galore

The Fix: Your secret
“survival drawer”

Having a piece of cake at the
occasional office party won’t do
you in, but if your
celebration-happy coworkers take
every excuse to chow down on
sweets, your diet will be crying out
for help. “I tell my clients to have a
‘survival drawer’ of snacks to
keep them satisfied and not
salivating over cookies at those
parties,” says Middleberg. “If
you’re well equipped with
satisfying and healthy snacks of
your own, the treats suddenly
become kind of ‘eh.’” In an ideal
world, you could take a bite or
two, socialize and move on. But
since that’s much easier said than
done—who hasn’t vowed to take
a bite of double chocolate cake
only to end up scarfing the whole
thing?— you may want to skip the
sweets altogether. At the party,
keep your hands occupied so
you’re less likely to reach for the
treats—arrive with drink in hand
and have the other hand holding a
napkin. And whatever you do,
avoid the office pantry—and the
tempting party leftovers lurking
there—like the plague!
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The Diet Derailer:
Your roommate, who
stocks the fridge with
junk food and tells you
to help yourself

The Fix: Have a plan
before you open the fridge
door

A stocked refrigerator is your
healthy diet’s foe. So approach
enemy territory carefully. “Every
time you open the fridge, know
what meal you are going in
for—never open it just to ‘see
what’s there,’” warns Blatner. “If
you open the fridge without a
plan, the junk food will be front
and center and way too tempting.”
So make a mental list of what
you’re going in for—maybe you’ll
grab the salsa and tortillas to
make yourself a black bean
burrito, or maybe it’s the eggs and
spinach to make yourself a quick
omelet—and picture how yummy
what you’re whipping up will be.
“That way, you’ll be better able to
resist the junk because you are
making something filling and
enjoyable,” says Blatner. Just
remember to keep a few of your
favorite meal ingredients stocked
so that you always have healthy,
tasty options.
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The Diet Derailer:
Your best girlfriends,
whom you meet for
dinner every Friday
and brunch every
Sunday

The Fix: Do some
reconnaissance

Having meals with friends is great
for your social life, but too many
dinners out can totally bust your
healthy intentions. So do a little
research for your diet’s sake. Pick
a cuisine that’s packed with
healthy options, like sushi or
Greek food, says Middleberg, so
it’ll be less obvious if you order
healthy—because who wants to
get looks for ordering a grilled
chicken salad at a burger joint
while everyone else is downing
fries? “The key is to know before
you go,” says Blatner. “Check out
the menu online before you head
to the restaurant and know what
you’ll order in advance.” This
gives you plenty of time to make a
healthy decision—and plan to ask
for dressings or sauces on the
side—rather than making a
temptation-driven choice when
the menu is in front of you. If your
friends make diet-shaming
comments like, “That’s all your
eating?” it helps to realize that
their words usually have nothing
to do with you. “It’s often them
projecting their own food
insecurities onto you,” says
Middleberg. “By shifting focus
onto someone else, it allows them
to make poor eating decisions
without feeling guilty.” So brush off
their comments—and offers of
curly fries—and stick with your
plan. You’ll feel better for it in the
long run.
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